Card Template - Pop-Out Swing Card
Who doesn’t like a li;le swing pop?

Supplies Needed
• 5.5” x 8.5” Cardstock base
• 5.25” x 4” Double-sided patterned paper (DSP)
• 8” x 5” Basic White cardstock
• Nesting Dies to create a window
• Additional cardstock for focal point
Directions
1. Score the 5.5” x 8.5” cardstock base at 4.25” to create folded card.
2. Attach the patterned paper to the front of the card base being careful to ONLY adhere
around the outside edge (not in the center of the paper).
3. Use the larger of the nested dies to cut a window in the front of the card front, cutting
through both the patterned paper and the cardstock at the same time.
4. Score the 8”x 5” Basic White cardstock at 2”, 4” and 6” Fold on the 4” score line Rirst,
which folds this piece in half. Press with a bone folder. Then fold one of the 2” sections
back in the opposite direction. Adhere this 2” section ONLY to the inside of the card base
(where the inside greeting would be stamped) aligning the edges so that there are equal
amounts of the card base showing.

5. Use a strip of adhesive along the opposite end of the
Basic White cardstock to attach it to the back of the
card front. This will be attached along the score line in
the middle of the card base.
6. Open the card base fully and doing so will fold on the
Rinal score line of the 8” x 5” Basic White piece.
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7. Cut out the smaller of the nesting dies in coordinating cardstock color and mount
through the window on the card front, but ONLY adhere to the right side of the score line
you can see through the window.
8. Decorate the focal point as desired.
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